
CHAPTER VIII
POLITICAL ANTI-SEMITISM ON THE WANE

During the two decades from 1895 to the first World War, when
German imperialism was at its height, political anti-Semitism lost its
mass appeal.1 After reaching its high-water mark in the 1898 elections
its tide seemed to have spent its force. The anti-Semitic Reichstag group
dwindled to 18 in 1898, 11 in 1908, and 7 in 1912. The only success it
was able to score in that period was in the 1907 elections. But this vic-
tory at the polls seemed to be merely an inconsequential episode. "By
1911," Willi Buch writes, "anti-Semitism with a political party organiza-
tion had actually ceased to exist."2 For years Theodor Fritsch, the "ham-
merer" and last of the old guard of racist agitators, cried alone in the
wilderness of indifference towards the Aryan creed. "Henrici, Lieber-
mann von Sonnenberg, Paul Förster, Otto Boeckel, Raab, Zimmermann,
Ahlwardt, Karl Paasch—they all gave up, either tiring of the battle or
having made their peace," Buch dolefully reminisces.

The anti-Semites' cause seemed indeed hopeless during those twenty
years. There were no indices of continuing progress to uphold the morale
of the agitators and their followers. The anti-Semitic press was negligible
compared with the big "Jewish" papers. Funds were chronically lacking.
The very idea of gaining enough support for anti-Jewish legislation ap-
peared preposterous. The campaign to keep Jews out of "German" shops,
inns, hotels, and resorts was a failure. Racists who as owners or managers
had authority to exclude Jewish customers, were far too few to establish
any "restricted" areas. With very rare exceptions_Borkum, a little island
and popular summer resort in the North Sea, was one of them—Jews
could and did go and travel wherever they pleased. Even less success-
ful were the racists' educational efforts to teach the Aryan German that
he should not buy in Jewish stores, consult Jewish physicians or lawyers,
read the "Jewish press," or go to see the work of Jewish artists. The
available data on the life stories of the anti-Semitic agitators who had
gained notoriety during the upsurge of the eighties and nineties, illus-
trate the disintegration of the once so belligerent and vociferous move-
ment.

Among the apostles of "pure," "radical" anti-Semitism Ernst Henrici
''3
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gave up early and withdrew SO completely from the political scene that
his name was soon all but forgotten. Even standard works on the history
of anti-Semitism contain no reference to his further fate. Buch mentions
that its erstwhile hero had turned out to be an embarrassment for the
anti-Semitic movement. Henrici had gone to the United States from
which he returned with a spouse of "mixed blood."3 Bernhard Förster
and his wife Elizabeth Förster-Nietzsche, Friedrich Nietzsche's sister,
left Germany in 1886 and founded a judenreine colony, Neu-Germania,
in Paraguay. In 1889 Förster, despairing of the success of his project,
committed suicide.4 Karl Paasch, pamphleteer and contemporary of
Henrici and Förster, went to Switzerland where he died, a victim of
persecution mania. Otto Boeckel, "peasant king of Hesse," lost his Reichs-
tag seat in 1903, withdrew from political life "completely impoverished,
bitter and withdrawn,"5 and died forgotten in 1923. Hermann Alilwardt,
"Rektor of all Germans," fared even worse. Although reelected to the
Reichstag in 1898, he found himself in complete isolation8 and stopped
attending parliamentary sessions. By the turn of the century he had
practically disappeared from the political scene. After an unsuccessful
trip to the United States where he tried to organize the fight against
"the Jewish rabble that does not want to work,"7 he opened a cigar store
in Berlin which he soon gave up again. For a while he sold mining stock
in the German-speaking parts of Bohemia. In 1907, "having completely
turned his back on anti-Semitism,"8 he approached Theodor Fritsch with
a suggestion to take up the fight against the Jesuits and Free-Masons.
In 1909 he was sentenced for blackmail.9 His family was impoverished
and sunk to the level of the Lumpenproletariat; Ahlwardt himself died
in 1914 from injuries he suffered in a traffic accident in Leipzig.

The Zeitgeist clearly did not favor anti-Semitism during the years of
imperial Germany's rise to the position of a world power. This conjunc-
tion of expanding imperialism and waning anti-Semitism appears baf-
fling. Is not imperialism as an ideology and practice inherently aggressive
and discriminatory toward the weak, the foreign, the "other" group?
Does it not produce, in infinite variations, the same rationalizations for
economic greed, political domination, cultural arrogance? And was Ger-
man imperialism not particularly notorious for its blustering megalo-
mania, its glorification of militarism and chauvinism, its cult of authority,
for breeding a type of citizen whom the popular wit designated as
"cyclist"—back bent before those above, feet kicking those below?

The argument is sometimes put forth that the anti-Semitic movement
went on the rocks because it lacked integrity, leadership, and inner co-
hesion. Looking back on his anti-Semitic years, von Gerlach comes to
the conclusion: "I met few really decent men among anti-Semitic leaders
and those whose character was without blemish were so uneducated and
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ignorant that I. as a young man, was repelled when I had the oppor-
tnnity of watching them at close range. They were all demagogues, some
against their better knowledge, the others for lack of knowledge. The
antiSemite5 did a better job of curing me of anti-Semitism than the
Jews."° The same witness remarks on the "horrible intellectual aridity"
that he observed in the anti-Semitic camp. Gerlach, in agreement with
Wawrzinek11 and other students of German anti-Semitism, sees the
movement's fatal weakness in its lack of political direction and discipline,

in the unscrupulousness of its agitation, and finally in the racists' dilemma
as to how to define a Jew.12 Later experiences easily disprove the per-
tinency of such reasoning. The young Nazi movement was faced with
the same difficulties but this did not prevent it from coming to power.
And once in power anti-Semitism simply decreed who was a Jew and
defined by law the concept of race. The impetus of political anti-
Semitism after the middle of the nineties was not checked by dilemmas
issuing from the racial myth or the political and personal inadequacies
of its leaders. One would rather assume that the importance which such
problems acquired is symptomatic of the movement's decay. The reasons
for this decay must be sought in new developments in the life of the
nation at large.

The fate of the most skillful and influential agitator, Stoecker, pro-
vides us with a number of clues as to the nature of these developments
and their bearing on the anti-Semitic movement. In 1892—93, at the time

of the Tivoli convention and the formation of the Agrarian League,
Stoecker had made a strong political comeback and, indeed, seemed to
be on the verge of capitalizing on fifteen years of political labor. His
prestige in the Conservative Party was at its peak. His hand was visible
in every plank of the new party platform. The Hammerstein-Stoecker
combination, the ticket of the extreme right wing in the party, was ir-
resistible and swamped whatever progovernment tendencies there still

were. Not in many years had the Conservative Party been able to put
up such a show of strength and unity.

There had been only one serious clash of opinion which was settled
before it could reach the public ear or mar the well-managed harmony
of the party. But the incident foreshadowed difficulties to come. The
preliminary draft of the Conservatives' new program had stated in un-
equivocal language their opinion of the Social Democratic Party and
of "anarchism" in general. It read:

The followers of Social Democracy and anarchism, whose unpatriotic and
revolutionary activities endanger broad strata of our people, are to be desig-
nated by law as enemies of state order and accordingly are to be fought with

the powers of the state.
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Stoecker himself apparently had found no fault with this declaration
of war. But opposition arose within his own party which forced his
hand. The opposition started with the Christian Social "young guard"
(die Jun gen), leading members of which attended the Tivoli conven-
tion. Each of them independently later reported what happened.'3 Upon
seeing the draft's anti-Socialist provision they went to Hammerstein and
asked him to drop it. Hammerstein is said to have replied: "What do
you want? There is no other way out but to provoke the workers and
have them shot down." Thereupon they went to see Manteuffel, chair-
man of the Conservative Party. Gerlach, who was "dead set against all
discriminatory legislation," threatened: "Herr Baron, should this passus
remain, we will raise the banner of rebeffion at the convention. We do
not want a new anti-Socialist act, not even in a veiled form." After an
unfriendly exchange of arguments Manteuffel gave in and Gerlach re-
formulated the plank to read:

Those followers of Social Democracy and anarchism whose unpatriotic
and revolutionary activities endanger broad strata of our people are to be
fought as enemies of state order.

Gerlach's version, supported by Stoecker, was accepted by the con-
vention. Thus the Conservatives were prevented from committing them-
selves to a policy of forcible repression of socialist labor. But it was not
a comforting thought either to Stoecker or the Conservatives that the
Christian Social Party harbored elements that had proved unreliable in
a crucial test of "national loyalty."

Indeed the conflict between the Christian Social young guard and
the Conservatives had been smoldering for some time. In 1889, when
Stoecker had chosen to retire from political life rather than lose his
office, he had had to leave to his lieutenants a greater share of influence
in the Christian Social movement. In the same year he had founded the
newspaper Das Vol/c which he hoped to make the popular medium of
Christian Social ideas. The paper, however, quickly became the instru-
ment of the left-wing opposition within the party. Among its editors
were the leading spirits of the young guard faction. The history of some
of these men before and after their cooperation with Stoecker is not
without significance. The editor in chief of the Stoecker paper was
Heinrich Oberwinder, once a charter member of the Lassallean General
Workingmen's Association and later active in the Austrian labor move-
ment. Oberwinder hated the Marxists (who in turn accused him of hav-
ing become an informer in the service of Prussian Minister von Putt-
kamer ) 14 but thought of himself as a Socialist. A second editor was
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Helhrn1t von Gerlach, scion of a Prussian Junker family, who had given

up his civil service career to go into politics. Young Gerlach displayed,
together with all the "natural" prejudices of his caste,'' a strong sense of
social justice. He was the first member of the Stoecker party who openly
spoke against the anti-Socialist act while it was still in force. At Tivoli
be still "jubilantly applauded the speaker who shouted into the hail,
'rather ten Ahiwardts than one Progressive!" A few years later he had
made up his mind that he would rather have "ten Jews than one anti-
Semite."15 He became a courageous citizen in the fight against chauvin-
ism and militarism under the Kaiserreich, a "good European" under
Weimar, and died in exile a few years after Hitler had come to power.
The third of the three editors, Hans Leuss, was an able political publicist
who later wrote a noteworthy biography of Wilhelm von Hammerstein.
His public life ended after a jail sentence for perjury committed in an
"affafre d'honneur." Vestiges of his political development may be found in
Neue Zeit (1899—1900), the Marxist periodical,16 whose contributing
editor Franz Mehring, impressed by Leuss' "democratic convictions," in-
vited him to write about his prison experiences.

Towering above the three editors of Das Volk, however, was the figure
of a young minister of orthodox Lutheran extraction whose writings and
speeches began to attract the attention of all those concerned with "the
social question." He was Friedrich Naumann. Naumann, born in 1860,
was the son of a Protestant minister. From 1883—1885 he worked at the
Rauhe Haus in Horn, birthplace of the Protestant Innere Mission. As

minister in a poor community of Saxon hosiery workers (1886—1890) he

had earned for himself the honorary title of "the small man's parson."
During those years he wrote one of his first books, the Catechism for
Workers (Arbeiter-Katechismus), which attested to his sincere desire
to reconcile the ethics of Christianity with those of modem economics.
In 1890 he was called to Frankfurt am Main to officiate as minister of the

innere Mission. It was the year of Bismarck's dismissal; of the Imperial
decrees announcing the government's intentions to proceed with social
legislation "for the welfare of the economically weaker groups in the
spirit of Christian ethics"; it was also the year in which the anti-Socialist
act expired, and in which Stoecker, dismissed from office and therefore
politically more independent had founded the Protestant Social Con-
gress (Evangelisch-Sozialer Congress). The Congress, among whose
members were such outstanding men as the theologian and church his-
torian Adolf Harnack,17 the economist Adolph Wagner, the historian Hans

See von Gerlach's own explanation of his anti-Semitism in Document No.
VIlI, a.
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Delbruck, the sociologist Max Weber, brought back the spirit of the
early Verein für Sozialpolitik, the academic organization which almost
two decades before had taken it upon itself to awaken government and
state to the social dangers of Manchester capitalism.

Naumann came to Frankfurt already convinced that Christian soul-
saving among the poor—the primary objective of Protestant charity
work—was a hopeless undertaking in the face of modern mass poverty
and unhappiness; that the social ills of industrial civilization could no
longer be cured by the church's efforts toward the individual's spiritual
and material salvation. The remedies for society's ailments, he was con-
vinced, would have to come from political action. Like chaplain Stoecker
before him, pastor Naumann had dared to leave the sheltered life of
the Protestant clergy to venture forth on the hazardous path of party
politics. The first political milieu in which he felt himself at home was
the conservatism of the Protestant Social Congress. Naumann's starting
point was the same as Stoecker's with whom he shared a passion for
politics rooted in the missionary zeal of conservative orthodoxy. Social
Democracy, the enemy of state, church, and private property, was for
both men the great challenge. Through Naumann "the social question,"
in the original meaning of the phrase, as the problem of labor's recon-
ciliation with the state, came to the foreground again. He seemed de-
termined to lead Christian socialism back to the point from which it
had started and to become, as it were, the reawakened conscience of the
movement. The Protestant-clerical tradition, Mitteistand politics, and
anti-Semitism, until then the primary components of the Stoecker move-
ment, were minimized now by the intensity with which Naumann and
his friends struggled for the soul of labor.

Preoccupation with labor and the unqualified support of labor's cause
which the Christian Social youth faction had shown in such major dis-
putes as the miners' strike of 1889, began to arouse Conservative mis-
givings. The conspicuous influence of "romantic idealists" and liberal
scholars within Stoecker's organizations was disquieting. "Such one-
sidedness as to consider each and every issue of party politics from the
point of view of labor's interests is to us [Christian Socialj conservatives
unbearable. . . ." a loyal Stoecker man of the old school protested.18
But until 1894, an open conflict between the Christian Social and the
Conservative elements could be avoided. Then a crisis broke over the
agrarian question. A number of events had drawn the attention of Chris-
tian socialism to the problems of the agricultural proletariat. The racial
anti-Semites had shown that the rural areas were seething with unrest.
The Social Democrats, too, prepared for action. At its first convention
after the anti-Socialist act, the Social Democratic Party had resolved to
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extend its educational and organizational work to the rural areas, and
to concentrate particularly on the farm hands in the territories of Junker
agriculture. If Christian socialism ever could hope to block the advance
of Marxism, here was its opportunity. The "agrarian question," which
Stoecker had always been careful to sidestep, became prominent among
Christian Social concerns.

It would be a misjudgment of the motivations of political movements
in general and the traditions of Protestant conservatism in particular if
we were to cast doubt on the sincerity of those Conservatives who took
their place by the side of the poor and oppressed. There was much con-
servative disillusionment and indignation at the sight of "the small but
mighty party" quickly being swallowed by the Agrarian League, the
political pressure group of the big agrarian interests. The fact that the
code of the Prussian aristocracy was hardly compatible with the capital-
istic spirit that rapidly seized the party of big landowners who had now
become modern agricultural entrepreneurs, did not go unnoticed. How
little some of the followers of Christian socialism thought of the money-
minded descendents of the Teutonic Knights, became public knowledge
at the fifth Protestant Social Congress (1894). This meeting, as usual
graced by the presence of government and church dignitaries, was
devoted to the findings of a survey which members and friends of the
Stoecker organization had conducted among agricultural workers. The
report was most critical and so was the discussion it provoked. The
speakers, among them Max Weber and Paul Göhre, a Protestant minister
who since 1891 acted as secretary general of the Congress, unreservedly
took the workers' side against the landowners. Weber considered it
necessary for the Protestant Workers' Associations which had been
formed in the Rhineland and Westphalia to take the lead in the fight of
the agricultural workers against the landowners. Naumann and the
youth faction wholeheartedly supported him.

Nothing incensed the landowning Prussian nobility more than inter-
ference with their way of running their business. Junker farming was a
peculiar mixture of increasingly modern large-scale agriculture and semi-
feudal labor relations. Even after Bismarck and Caprivi had taken away
some of the Junker privileges—before the administrative reforms the
Junkers had unlimited authority in the administration and enforcement
of the law in their districts—the Junker considered himself the absolute
master in his domain. He still could and did haul refractory domestic
employees back to work. He also took it as a traditional prerogative of
his caste that his estate should bring him in an income appropriate to
the elevated rank he held in the social hierarchy. He could be benevo-
lent, and on occasions even generous, to his humble and obedient hands
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but he would not stand for any mediation in his dealings with them. The
idea of organizing agricultural labor could have only taken root in the
mind[s of socialists and anarchists! It was unthinkable to contrive a
political alliance with men who held such views. The Conservatives put
press;ure on Stoecker to rid the Christian Social movement of elements
which, in his own paper Das Volk, displayed such a lack of respect for
Conservative feelings and received further encouragement from Nau-
mann's own publication, Die Hilfe.

Stoecker did not find it easy to give in to Conservative demands which
meant parting from so many old friends, able lieutenants, and forceful
preachers of "practical Christianity." He took exception to their social
radicalism but defended them against the onslaught of reaction which
rang in the "Stumm era." On the other hand, he could scarcely see him-
self continuing his work for the Protestant social monarchy without the
support of the Prussian aristocracy. It was to him the highest and most
honorable of all estates which, together with the Protestant clergy, had
shown the deepest understanding of Christian Social ideas and the
Jewish question. As in his earlier conflict between office and politics, he
wavered and hoped that the storm would pass.

Relations between the Naumann wing and the Conservatives, how-
ever, deteriorated quickly. The new program which the Christian Social
Party prepared at this time added fuel to the fire. Since 1878, when
Stoecker had drafted the nascent movement's platform, many of its
planks had become obsolete and noncontroversial; other vital issues
which the old program had not dealt with at all had meanwhile come
to the fore. For one, Christian socialism had lost its base in Berlin and
had shifted its activities to outlying areas where the original demands
for reform legislation in the interest of industrial labor fell fiat. The
Social Democratic Party, moreover, had made strides no one could
have foreseen in 1878, the year when it was outlawed. Finally, the unity
of the Christian Social movement and its alliance with conservatism were
now imperilled by growing internal opposition. It was time to take stock
and chart the future course. In the summer of 1895 Stoecker presented
the draft of a new program. He recommended it as presenting a sound
middle-of-the-road policy which would give both the right and left wings
of the party ample opportunity to line up behind it. But the attempt
at compromise did not satisfy either one of the two opponents. Even
during the discussion of the draft, high-ranking Conservative friends
of Stoecker stalked indignantly out of the convention, among them
Count Roon, who saw in one of the draft's provisions—organization of
rural workers' associations—unequivocal evidence that the radical ele-
ment had gained the upper hand in the party.19 Undismayed, the
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Naumann group continued to press for greater independence from the
Conservatives. In a personal letter to Stoecker, Naumann warned him
not to make any concessions whatsoever. "Give them your little finger—
and we are lost. Only when we are completely independent from above
can we gain a strong position as a national labor movement beside the
international one."2°

As the breach between Christian socialism and conservatism grew
wider a sensational scandal occurred which stunned even so adept a
politician as Stoecker. Early in 1895, rumors began to circulate to the
effect that, in his private life, Baron Wilhelm von Hammerstein, editor
in chief of the Kreuzzeitung, Conservative member of Reichstag and
Diet, foremost champion of aristocratic-Protestant Weltanschauung, did
not quite live up to the high principles which he espoused in public. It
was hinted, among other things, that he had embezzled some of the
funds of his paper. A Kreuzzeitung Committee, charged with an investi-
gation, tried to shield him, but in vain. By midsummer the rumors had
become more specific. The Baron was said to have appropriated the
paper's pension fund of 400,000 marks; to have received huge personal
loans from a businessman in turn for which the paper had paid him
exorbitant prices for newsprint; the name of a lady involved did not
remain a secret. The Conservative Party was now compelled to act.
Despite the incriminating evidence Stoecker, who himself had loaned
his friend a sizeable sum, refused to believe in the guilt of his old com-
rade-in-arms and fought within the party's governing body against the
motion to expel him. In September it was discovered that Hammerstein
had also forged checks adding up to the sum of 200,000 marks. "He has
really become a criminal," Stoecker confessed to his wife the day after
the Kreuzzeitung investigating committee had decided to turn the case
over to the public prosecutor's office, "and this is not the only crime he
committed. May God have mercy on his soui. The warrant wii come
any day now. What is he going to do?"

To fill the cup of Stoecker's misfortune, Vorwärts, the Berlin Social
Democratic daily, chose this time to publish a letter which highlighted
the long and intimate cooperation between him and the criminal. The
letter had been written by Stoecker in 1888, at the time of the Kartell
when Bismarck's strategy had succeeded in establishing a parliamentary
majority with the Conservatives and the National Liberals arrayed
against the Progessives, Catholics, and Social Democrats. The extremist
Hammerstein-Stoecker-Kreuzzeitung opposition hoped to break out of
the isolation to which the Kartell combination condemned them, by driv-

ing a wedge between Bismarck and Wilhelm II who had just succeeded
to the throne. Hammerstein's articles in the Kreuzzeitung seemed too
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direct to Stoecker who recommended a more subtle approach. "I heard
only yesterday," he advised his friend, "that [the Kaiser] is entirely sold
on the Kartell. What one could and should do is in my opinion the fol-
lowing: issues involving basic principles like the Jewish question,
Martineum,21 Harnack,22 Reichstag elections in the sixth district23 which
will certainly end in a fiasco for the anti-Social Democratic forces, must
be presented in the sharpest form—without mentioning Bismarck—so
as to create the impression in the Kaiser's mind that he is not well advised
in these matters and leave it to him to draw his own conclusions with
regard to Bismarck. We should light pyres around the political center,
the Kartell, and make them flare up by throwing its present opportunism
into the flames, showing the true situation in the glare of their light. If
the Kaiser realizes that we want to sow discord between him and Bis-
marck, he will be antagonized. If we feed his discontent in matters
where he is instinctively on our side, we will basically strengthen him
without arousing personal irritation. He recently said: 'I will give the
old man a breathing spell of six months, then I'll take over.' Bismarck
himself has remarked that he will not be able to keep the Kaiser in hand.
Therefore, without making undue concessions, we must nevertheless pro-
ceed with caution."24

The letter did immeasurable damage to Stoecker. It insulted the
popular image of the Iron Chancellor which nationalist veneration had
enlarged to legendary size. It revived embarrassing memories of the
conflict between the Kaiser and Bismarck which in the interest of
"national unity" would better have been forgotten. Finally, it showed the
sacred realm of Imperial government in the profane light of political
intrigue. "Public opinion" was outraged. The liberal papers commented
on the utter hypocrisy of Stoecker who only recently had taken part in
the ovation which the Conservative Party had rendered the retired
Chancellor. Kladderadatsch, the satirical liberal weekly, needled the
Conservatives:

Den frechen Lügner sehn wir schänden
Allsonntaglich das Gotteshaus,
Wir sehn das Sakrament ihn spenden
Und keiner wirft den Ken hinaus!25

Conservative papers could not hide their embarrassment and annoyance.
The party's official Konservative Korrespondenz and even such an old
stand-by of Stoecker's as Der Reichsbote strongly hinted that the time
had come to part company. The disclosure of the "pyre-letter," of course,
was water in the mills of all those who wanted Stoecker disciplined for
the protection he still gave to the left wing in the Christian Social Party.
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The Kreuzzeitung, although less agitated by his plotting with Hammer-
stein, was adamant on this point. As a last warning to Stoecker to halt
the dangerous trends in the Christian Social movement, it carried an
article in its issue of November 11, 1895, "Court Chaplain Stoecker and
the youth faction," which deplored the fact that the esteemed party
member Stoecker had not drawn a sharper line between himself and the
left wing. "It is his duty to keep in their proper place the spirits he has
conjured up, or to break with them as he did with Ahlwardt." While
Stoecker still hesitated to make the step, the governing body of the Con-
servative Party forced a decision. On December 2, 1895, he was invited

to appear before the party's ruling "Committee of Eleven" of which
Stoecker himself was a member. Officially his relation to the Christian
Social paper, Das Volk, was to be clarified; he had still not satisfactorily
renounced the paper's anti-Conservative line nor fired its left-wing

editors. But as he himself later wrote, the controversy about the paper
was only "the side track upon which the whole matter has been
shunted."26 The real issue at stake was the policy towards industrial and
agricultural labor. The Conservatives had decided that they could no
longer tolerate the social-reformist tendencies which they had hitherto
allowed and used in the fight against "Jewish liberalism" and Social
Democracy. A motion was put before the "Committee of Eleven" which

read:

The strong opinion within the Conservative Party which lately has taken
exception to the attitude of former Court Chaplain Stoecker—particularly with

regard to the Christian Social Party—makes it appear desirable for tactical
reasons that Herr Stoecker give up his mandate as a member of the Party's
Executive Committee.27

It took several sittings before a decision was reached. Stoecker gave
repeated assurances that he would do everything in his power to change
the editorial staff and policy of Das Volk. He promised to break all rela-
tions with the paper as long as its political line alienated his Conserva-
tive friends. In the meeting of February 11, 1896, he was pressed for a
final answer: Would he publicly disavow the Christian Social paper? This

he declined to do on the ground that his opponents would seize upon it

as proof that he had retreated before reaction. It was the end. Stoecker

resigned from the Committee and severed his relations with the Con-
servative Party. In an overflowing mass meeting, a few days later, he
rendered his own account of the conflict, ending his speech with a
declaration of principles:

"I read in the papers that the Conservatives now will move towards

the Right, Stoeker towards the Left. No, gentlemen, that will never
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happen. We will move even more towards the Bight. We intend to hold
on to the old conservative foundations of Christianity, monarchy and
patriotism, and to build social relations upon them."28 For the benefit of
his Conservative friends who had abandoned the cause of Christian
Social reform he added: "No political movement can have favorable
prospects which undertakes to tackle the problem of labor by force but
leaves intact our Jewish system of economics (Judenwirtschaft), this
rule of mammonism."

Thus one phase in Stoecker's two-iront war had come to an end—an
end he had not wanted. The second task, cutting his ties with the left
wing of Christian socialism, found him better prepared. In his dealings
with the youth group at the party convention at Frankfurt which he
convoked for the end of February (1896), he showed none of the
emotional strain that had characterized his negotiations with the Con-
servatives. The convention resolved that the reorganized Christian Social
Party considered it impossible to cooperate politically with the "younger
wing" of the movement, "in spite of certain points of agreement." With
the same determination Stoecker now solved the problem of the editorial
policy of Das Volk. Oberwinder and Gerlach were fired. Dietrich von
Oertzen, until then editor of the Konservative Monatsschrift, took over.
Stoecker instructed him "to be more Conservative than the Conserva-
tives." The purged Christian Social Party adopted the new program at
the 1896 convention at the Wartburg, shrine of German Lutheranism.
The program showed vestiges of the young guard's influence in so far
as it called for a government policy in favor of agrarian property that
was "economically sound," discouraged mammoth land holdings, and
emphasized the need for settling rural workers on the land; it asked
for legal recognition of a workers' trade association (Berufsvereine)
which eventually should grow into compulsory cooperatives (obligator-
ische Genossenschaften). It was the old ideal of the corporative state in
which labor as a Stand should have its well-defined rights and obliga-
tions.

The show of activity and optimism which the reformed party put up
could not conceal the fact that it had suffered a death blow. In the 1898
Reicbstag elections not a single Christian Social candidate was success-
ful. Stoecker himself barely regained the seat he had lost in 1893 and had
to make a tremendous effort to do so. Even the friendly press comments
on the occasion of the twentieth anniversary of the Christian Social
Party (January 4, 1898) read like so many obituaries. "What Stoecker in
the ten years from 1878 to 1887 accomplished with his brilliant, tireless
and never-failing eloquence is above all praise and can never be appre-
ciated too much by those who are convinced of the importance which
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the church and Christianity have for German life. It is with deep sorrow
only that one realizes that the power of this movement has been broken,"
the Reichsbote editorialized.29 In the narrow confines of Protestant trade-
unionism, Christian Social ideas continued to exert some influence but as

an aggressive political force the Stoecker movement had ceased to exist.
A few months after his break with the Conservatives Stoecker wrote

to a friend: "There is no authority any more in the Berlin Movement. If
monarchic movements are suppressed, democratic ones inevitably come
to the fore. This is what happened with the anti-Semites and it is happen-
ing now with the Christian Socials. Those who govern don't mind it at
all."30 There was more than personal bitterness in Stoecker's cryptic
remark that those who govern did not at all mind seeing his forces
dislodged and supplanted. He seemed to realize that his work of twenty
years had been destroyed because his objectives had become obsolete.
Indeed, the ruling powers did not hesitate to tell him so. Stoecker had
hardly been forced to withdraw from the Conservative Party when the
Kaiser publicly opined:

Stoecker has ended as I predicted years ago. Politicians of the cloth are
monstrosities (em Unding). He who is a Christian is also social; the Chris-
tian Social idea is nonsensical and leads to arrogance and intolerance, both
totally opposed to Christianity. The gentlemen of the cloth (die Herren
Pastoren) should busy themselves with the souls of their flock and cultivate
Christian love but they should keep out of politics which is none of their
business in any case.'

The new convictions of Wilhelm II had ripened quickly during the
struggles of the last two years, and the Protestant Church was not slow
to adjust itself to the changed views of its summus episco pus. Up to 1894
its dignitaries, together with the representatives of the government, had
officially participated in the annual conventions of Stoecker's Protestant
Social Congress. From then on the Congress was boycotted by the gov-
ernment and the Protestant authorities followed suit. In a decree of
December 16, 1895, the Superior Council of the Protestant Church
(Oberkirchenrat) issued a sharp warning to those ministers who had
heedlessly made themselves the "champions of a single group" (i.e.,
labor). It reminded them that the task of the clergy was to take care of
spiritual needs, "to impress upon the conscience of the well-to-do classes
that wealth, education and status are given into their trust to be admin-
istered for the welfare of their fellow-men; on the other hand to con-
vince the classes who endure the burdens of life that their welfare and
contentment are dependent upon their trusting submission (glaubige
Einfugung) to God's world order and government, upon industrious,
honest labor and thrift as well as upon conscientious care for the grow-
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ing generation; but that envy of, and greed for, the property of their
neighbors are against God's commandment."32 God, the Superior Church
Council's decree summed up, had not meant the Church to be the
arbiter of worldly matters.

The hierarchy of the Protestant Church had not always preached
political abstinence. By its decree of 1879 it had put the seal of approval
on the government's repressive measures against godless Social Democ
racy. It had raised no objection to Christian Social agitation when the
Imperial Message of 1881 had inaugurated Bismarck's social legislation.
In 1890, when the young Kaiser had demonstratively turned his back on
Bismarck's policy and had steered a course towards a reconciliation with
labor, Protestantism had admonished the clergy to take an active part in
this attempt, to go to workers meetings and speak up for Christian
ideals. Now, as Stoecker's biographer Frank put it, "the Protestant
Church's Superior Council gave the Stumm era its ecclesiastic blessing."

More baffling and grievous than the rebuke of the temperamental
Kaiser and the "shameless and dishonorable" submission of the Protestant
State Church—Stoecker used these adjectives iii a letter to his wife—was
to him the behavior of so many of his old friends among the Conserva-
tives. The Conservative Party not only dropped him without a qualm, it
also seemed bent on destroying his personal reputation. The chairman
of the Berlin party organization, Colonel von Krause, disclosed the back-
ground of the Conservatives' controversies with Stoecker in a pamphlet33
which insinuated that Stoecker had displayed an appalling lack of
integrity, had engaged in double-dealing, and had carefully shut his
reverend eyes to the immoral life of his friend von Hammerstein. In the
opinion of Stoecker's remaining friends, the "Jewish liberal press" could
not have done a better job.

The vigor with which the Conservative Party shook off the Stoecker-
Hammerstein command indicated the outcome of a struggle that had
been taking place within the party for new leadership and reorientation.
It may not be necessary to go all the way with Franz Mehring who in
the Neue Zeit34 interpreted Hammerstein's downfall as the result of a
Conservative intrigue. But the Social Democratic weekly touched upon
a crucial point when it drew attention to developments within conserva-
tism which had a great, perhaps a decisive, bearing on the party's
decision to oust the leaders most intimately associated with anti-
Semitism. Anti-Semitism as such was not the issue at all. The underlying
problems were economic and political.
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